
Person Specification  
 

Job title: Asset-Based Community Development (ABCD) Coach 

 

You’re a born connector 

You get the difference between networking and connecting. Networking has 
its place, it’s great for finding a job, and enhancing your personal reputation, but connecting is different.  

 

You are most alive when you are connecting; it comes so easily to you to meet a person for the first time and 
invite them into a creative conversation around what they care about enough to take action on. You don’t need 
to be prompted or trained to know what to do next, you just effortlessly say: “I know someone I’d like you to 
meet!”  

 

You’re a connector, and because you are, you understand the importance of learning conversations, and the 
limits of email and digital media in building enduring relationship. Of course you see them as an integral part of 
you toolbox, but connecting and learning conversations are not tools to you, they are art forms.  

 

You have managed to strike a rare balance as a conversationalist and storyteller, you can hold people’s 
attention without being an attention seeker.   

 

A Compelling Public Voice 

When you speak people listen. Yours is an authentic voice, you are confident enough in yourself to state your 
ideas and positions without trying to convert others. 

 

At Nurture Development this is not considered a soft skill; it is central to what we do. That said, without the 
other three personal characteristics wrapped around it, it’s just rhetoric.  

 

A Creative Thinker 

You are someone who can maintain focus and clarity while continuing to be creative. You appreciate that 
uncertainty is uncomfortable, but that the work that Nurture Development does is messy and unpredictable.   

 

Emotionally Intelligent 

You have the capacity to hear criticism without withering beneath it or reacting aggressively. You’ve known for a 
long time that leading with questions is far better than statements. You easily spot people who are incapable of 
working collaboratively and you know how to give them a wide birth without offending. You are also uneasy 
with people who are reluctant to listen to those with whom they don’t agree, but you’re skilled in working with 
them and when necessary challenging them in a way they can hear. You’re not in the business of converting 
anyone, you’re a great listener, have good empathy but also know how to have fun. 


